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LILCO, June 17, 1982,

.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION .g .j), ,.,

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
=

In the Matter of ) I
.

i )
LONG ISLAND LIGilTING COMPANY ) Docket No. 50-322 (OL)

)
(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, )
Unit 1) )

LILCO'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY
DISPOSITION OF SOC CONTENTION 9 (c)

AND MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS

OF SOC TESTIMONY ON CONTENTION 9-

Long Island Lighting Company (LILCO) hereby moves, for

-reasons stated below, to obtain summary disposition of SOC

Contention 9(c),* relating to indication of bypassed or in-
1

operable status for safety systems, and independently to strike

certain portions of SOC's testimony on it. SOC Contention 9

contains three specific allegations, relating to (a) the

manual operability of system inoperative alarms located in

each of five spaces; (b) the adequacy of the system inoperative

f

* SOC Contention 9,'as admitted, reads as follows:

As evidenced by the accident at Three Mile Island Unit
2, accident conditions can be aggravated by the operation of
the plant while one or more safety systems are inoperable.

~

At Three Mile Island, two auxiliary'feedwater. system valves
were closed when they should have been open. As specified
below, SOC contends thatLShoreham does not contain an adequate4

system to inform the reactor operator when a safety system
has been deliberately disabled because the plant does not meet
the specifications of Regulatory Guide 1.47 or its equivalent.
Therefore, it doen not adequately (continued on next page).
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alarm for Safety Relief Valves (S RVs) ; and (c) the adequacy

,

of indications, including bypass conditions, of systems and

power sources at the remote shutdown panel. SOC has not chosen

to ,,coceed by cross-examination on this contention but rather

by filing testimony on May 25; the testimony is limited, how-

ever, solely to part (c) of the contention. (SOC Testimony at

5.)

I. MOTION FOR SUMMARY DISPOSITION OF SOC CONTENTION 9 (c)

LILCO moves, pursuant to 10 CFR S 2.749, for summary

disposition of SOC Contention 9 (c) . Summary disposition is

appropriate where the papers filed on a given issue reveal "that

there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the

moving party is entitled to a decision as a matter of law." 10

CPR S 2. 749 (d) . In the case of SOC Contention 9, there are no

protect the public health and safety and does not comply with
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, Criteria 20, 21 and 22. Specifically,
the plant does not meet Regulatory Guide 1.47 in the following
respects:

(a) the system inoperative alarms for the
screenwall pumphouse vent system relay,
the emergency switchgear room exhaust
air system, the battery room vent system,
the RBSWS chiller equipment room vent
system and the diesel rooms emergency
vent system cannot be manually activated
in the control room;

(b) the portion of the compressed air system
serving the SRV's does not have a unique
system inoperative alarm; and

(c) there is inadequate indication of the status
(including bypass conditions) of systems and
power sources on the Remote Shutdown Panel.
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disputes of material fact on matters covered by the testimony,

and L1LCO is entit. led to summary disposition as a matter of law.

A. Bases for Indication of Inoperability of Bypass
at Remote Shutdown Panel (Contention 9(c))

1. Reg. Guide 1.47 or its Equivalent

The only portion of Contention 9 on which SOC

filed testimony relates to subpart (c), which alleges that

automatic bypass and other system indications should be pro-

vided at the remote shutdown panel. While both the contention

and the testimony list multiple regulatory section numbers or

titles as bases,* the only basis substantively argued is Regu-

latory Guide 1.47. That document, however, cannot provide a

basis for an argument relating to automatic indications of system

inoperability at. the remote shutdown panel. The reason is that

Regulatory Guide 1.47 applies, by its own terms, only.to auto-

matic indications in the control room:

Automatic indication should be. . .

provided in the control room for each
bypass or deliberately induced in-
operable status that meet all of the
following conditions . . . .

Reg. Guide 1.47, paragraph C.3 (p. 2) (emphasis supplied).

* The introductory paragraph to the contention refers to:
(1) Regulatory Guide 1.47, and (2) 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A,
General Design Criteria 20, 21 and 22. Regulatory Guide 1.47
presents itself as being an acceptable means of complying with
(1) IEEE Std. 279-1971 and (2) 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,
Criterion XIV (Reg. Guide 1.47, p. 1, col. 1). The testimony
alleges (1) noncompliance with Regulatory Guide 1.47, and hence
(2) noncompliance with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion
XIV and hence (3) noncompliance with General Design Criteria 20,
21 and 22 (Minor testimony at 2). The testimony also asserts,
but does not argue, (4) noncompliance with General Design
Criteria 13 and 19 (id.)
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This conclusion is reinforced by the provisions*

of IEEE Std. 279-1971, Criteria for Nuclear Power Plant Protec-
.

tion Systems, which Regulatory Guide 1.47 is designed to

implement. Tnat standard states:

4.13. Indication of Bypasses. If
the protective action of some part
of the [ protective] system has been
bypassed or deliberately rendered
inoperative for any purpose, this
fact shall be continuously indicated
in the control room.

IEEE Std. 279-1971, S 4.13 (emphasis supplied).

In short, Regulatory Guide 1.47 relates to the

indication of bypass / system-inoperative indications in the

control room, and makes no reference to the remote shutdown

panel. It therefore cannot provide a basis for a contention

that such indication must be provided at the remote shutdown

panel.

It follows that the reference in the contention

to meeting Regulatory Guide 1.47 "or i ts equivalent" does not

apply to the remote shutdown panel, since the frame of

reference of the Regulatory Guide, and hence of its " equivalent,"

is limited to control room displays.

2. Other Asserted Bases for Contention 9(c)*

No basis for Contention 9(c) other than Regula-

tory Guide 1.47 is supported by testimony. None of them, in

* The SOC testimony recites, without supporting, three
additional categorical bases for Contention 9: General Design
Criteria 13 and 19; Criterion XIV of 10 CFR, Appendix B; and
10 CFR @ 50.55a(h). Since none of these is referred to in the
contention, they are addressed only in the Motion to Strike as
being beyond the scope of the contention.
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. any event, requires the installation of bypass / system-

inoperative indications at a remote shutdown panel. General
.

Design Criteria 20, 21 and 22 are listed in the contention

and testimony but their applicability is not argued. They re-

late, individually, to the functions, reliability and testability,
and independence of reactor protection systems. These criteria

forth a variety of design requirements for the performanceset

of the reactor protection systems. They simply do not relate

to the question of whether an automatic indication of a deliberate

bypassing of any of these systems or rendering it inoperable

must be provided, at the remote shutdown panel or elsewhere.
B. Summary Disposition i.s Warranted on SOC

Contention 9(c)

The Commission's Rules of Practice, 10 CFR S 2.749(d),

provide for summary disposition of issues if (1) there are no

material issues of fact, and (2) the moving party is entitled to
a decision as a matter of law.

Thus material facts relevant to this motion are two: -

1. The only basis actually argued in the testimony

for the proposition that automatic bypass /inoperability indica-

tions should be provided at the remote shutdown panel is
Regulatory Guide 1.47.

2. Since other potential bases are at least men-

tioned in the contention, LILCO could not have known, prior to
the filing of SOC's testimony, that these other bases were not

going to be asserted substantively in the testimony.

There can be no dispute as to these facts.
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As a matter of law, Regulatory Guide 1.47 does not

apply to the remote shutdown panel and it therefore cannot be

used as a basis to support SOC contention 9(c). Also as a

matter of law, by failing to support its other asserted bases

for Contention 9 (c) , SOC has waived them as a matter of its

affirmative case.

For the above reasons, LILCO respectfully moves for

summary disposition of SOC Contention 9 (c) .

II. MOTION TO STRIKE

LILCO moves that portions of SOC's prefiled testimony on

SOC Contention 9, in addition to that portion struck on June

17, 1982,* be stricken from the testimony as being beyond the

scope of SOC Contention 9.

This contention asserts, in subpart (c), that because

there are no system bypass /inoperability indications at the

remote shutdown panel, LILCO does not comply with General

Design Criteria 20, 21 and 22. SOC's testimony goes beyond

these three General Design Criteria, in the following statements:

1. "Therefore, LILCO also has not demonstrated
that Shoreham complies with GDC 13, 19, 20,
21 and 22." (Testimony al page 2);

* LILCO fully supported "NRC Stafi Motion to Strike Por-
tions of The Testimony of Gregory C. Minor on SOC Contention 9."
As a result of that Motion being granted on June 17, 1982,
the testimony and i ts attachments a re limited to the question
of whether bypass /inoperability indication should be provided

the remote shutdown panel.on
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2. "The purpose is to show that LILCO has
failed to apply the requirements of GDC 13,
19, 20, 21 and 22 to the Remote Shutdown

~

Panel (RSP) either by implementing Reg.
Guide 1.47 or its equivalent." (Testimony
at page 2); and

3. "Further, it is my opinion that LILCO has
not demonstrat.ed compliance with 10 CFR
50. 55 (h) * and 10 CPR 50 Appendix B,
Criterion XIV and the applicable GDC."
(Testimony at page 5.)

These sentences, in their references to (1) GDC 13 and 19,

(2) 10 CFR 6 50.55(h), and (3) 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B,

Criterion XIV, contain material totally beyond the scope of

the contention.

The contention did not allege and, therefore, did not

put LILCO and t.he other parties on notice that LILCO's com-

pliance with General Design Criteria 13 and 19, with 10 CFR

S 50.55a(h) or with 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B, Criterion XIV,

was at issue. Accordingly, the issue is not relevant to the

contention and, therefore, such references should be struck

from the testimony. 10 CFR 9 2. 74 3 (c) .

Accordingly, LILCO moves that:

1. the words "13, 19" be stricken from statement 1

above;

2. the words "13, 19" be stricken from statement 2

above; and

3. the words "10 CFR 50.55(h) and 10 CFR 50 Appendix B,

Criterion XIV and" be stricken from statement 3 above.

10 CFR E 50.55(h) is nonexistent. The testimony probably*

intends to refer to 10 CPR E 50.55a(h).
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- ResI>ectfully submi tted,

LONG IFLAND LIGilTING COMPANY
.

-h f.< nf, -|1(
) f-\

J

Doifald P. Irwin
Daniel O. Flanagan

llunton & Williams
Post Office Box 1535
Richmond, Virginia 23212

DATED: June 17, 1982
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In the Matter of
LONG ISLAND LIGilTING COMPANY

,

(Shoreham Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1)
Docket No. 50-322 (OL)

.

I hereby certify that copies of. "LILCO's Motion for

Summary Disposition of SOC ContenLion 9(c) and Motion to

Strike Portions of SOC Testimony on Contention 9" were served

upon the following by first-class mail, postage prepaid, on

June 17, 1982, or'by hand on June 17, 1982 (as indicated by an

asterisk), on:

Lawrence Brenner, Esq.* Atomic Safety and Licensing
Administrative Judge Appeal Board Panel
Atomic Safety and Licensing U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Board Panel Commission

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Washington, D.C. 20555
Commission

Was hi ng t.on , D.C. 20555 Atomic Safety and Licensing
Board Panel

Dr. Peter A. Morris * U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Administrative Judge Commission
Atomic Safety and Licensing Washington, D.C. 20555

Board Panel
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Bernard M. Bordenick, Esq.*

Commission David A. Repka, Esq.
Washington, D.C. 20555 U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission
Dr. James 11. Carpenter * Washington, D.C. 20555
Administrative Judge
Atomic Safety and Licensing David J. Gilmartin, Esq.

Board Panel Attn: Patricia A. Dempsey, Esq.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory County Attorney

| Commission Suffolk County Department of Law
'

Washington, D.C. 205G5 Veterans Memorial Ilighway
llauppauge , New York 11787

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory lloward L. Blau, Esq.
Commission 217 Newbridge Road

Washington, D.C. 20555 Ilicksville, New York 11801
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Ilerbert 11. Brown, Esq.* Ralph Shapiro, Esq.
Lawrence Coe Lanpher, Esq. Cammer and Shapiro, P.C.
Karla J. Lotsche, Esq. 9 East 40th Street

*

Kirkpatrick, Lockhart, Hill, New York, N.Y. 10016
Christopher & Phillips

1900 M Street, N.W. Matthew J. Kelly, Esq.
8th Floor New York State Energy Office
Washington, D.C. 20036 Agency Building 2

limpire State Plaza
Mr. Mark W. Goldsmith Albany, New York 12223
Energy Research Group
400-1 Totten Pond Road Mr. Jay Dunkleberger
Waltham, Massachusetts 02154 New York State Energy Office

Agency Building 2
MIIB Technical Associates Empire Stato Plaza
1723 Ilamilton Avenue Albany, New York 12223
Suite K
San Jose, California 95125

Stephen B. Latham, Esq.*
Twomey, Latham & Shea
33 West Second Street
P. O. Box 398
niverhead, New York 11901

.
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Donald P. Irwin
Daniel O. Flanagan

flunton & Williams
Post Office Box 1535
Richmond, Virginia 23212

DATED: June 17, 1982


